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L’UNIVERS DES C CKTAILS BASQUES

NEW COCKTAILS

IZA
GORRIA
2,5 cl Yellow Izarra
1 cl Supercassis 20°
10 cl Tonic

Build directly on ice
in a tumbler glass.
Garnish with a lime twist.

TIK’IZARRA
2,5 cl Green Izarra
1 cl Orgeat/Almond 
Vedrenne syrup
8 cl Pineapple juice
1 cl Lime juice

Build directly on ice
in a tumbler glass.
Tropical setting.

BEKO
4 cl Tonic
8 cl Rosé - wine
2,5 cl Green Izarra

Build directly in a cocktail 
glass.
Garnish with a lemon
twist.

BASQUIANO
4 cl de Maurin / (Red Vermouth)
2,5 cl Yellow Izarra
1 cl Salers 16° (Gentian liqueur)
2 cl Sparkling water

Build directly  in a rock type glass.
Garnish with an orange twist.

L’UNIVERS DES C CKTAILS BASQUES

IZARRA_LIQUEUR
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VEDRENNE is a family-run group 
comprised of traditional French 
Distilleries and Liqueuristeries which are 
emblematic of their unique terroirs. Our 
excellence and unique know-how has 
been recognised by the French 
Government by awarding us the 
“Entreprise du Patrimoine 
Vivant” label.

IZARRA was founded in 1906 in 
the Basque Country in Hendaye by 
pharmacist Joseph Grattau. 
Izarra means “star” in Basque.

n  Relaunched in the 21st century 
following a few decades of rest.

n  2018 distribution of the brand IZAR-
RA was entrusted to the group Pagès 
Védrenne.

n  The distillation of IZARRA is now back 
to Nouvelle Aquitaine, closed to its 
roots.

ORIGINALS

IZA
TONIC
2,5 cl Yellow Izarra
& tonic

TXÉ
2,5 cl Green Izarra
& bitter lemon tonic

MOJITO
BASQUE
2,5 cl Green Izarra
instead of rum

Yellow Izarra
Green and spicy notes

subtly blend with honey.

Green Izarra
Lovely amplitude and harmonious plant 

and spice flavours with peppermint.

To recreate the original taste of Green 
Izarra, the recipe has been reworked 
to obtain a better balance of plant 
flavours with less sweetness.
 
Green Izarra has always been made from a plant 
essence, whose concentration is further en-
hanced with spices and a double maceration with 
walnut husks, and prunes.

After distillation in a copper still, Armagnac is 
added to the distillate.

RESULT
COLOUR 
Green almond, a new colour with a 
more natural character.

NOSE
Fresh notes of menthol and 
camphor, with a hint of spice.

TASTING NOTE
Good balance between fresh-
ness and the intensity of the plant 
flavours.


